Fabulous Four Basic Storage Page
SKU: P42– Pack of 10 pages
Also included in our Variety Page Packs, the Template and Stencil Binder and TNSB Refill pack.

Specifications:
- Standard 12.5” x 12.5” outside dimensions plus 3-hole strip down left side.
- 4 pockets, each is 6” x 6”

Ideal for:
- Stickers
- Scraps
- Large Flowers
- Embellishments
- Unmounted Stamps – CTMH size
- Card Blanks
- 6x6 Stencils

Click on any of the images above to view larger.

How many will you need?
These are one of our most versatile pages. In a single base ScrapRack we would recommend you start with 30 Fabulous Four pages.

Watch Tiffany’s Video about this page.

Use the Fabulous Four page in:
The ScrapRack
The Spinder Binder
The Craft Binder
Memento Keeper

6x6 Stencil Storage Tips:
Use a Shut Your Flap(SYF) tab to label stencils when you’re storing multiple (2 or 3) 6x6 stencils in a single pocket on the Fabulous Four page. It will be easy to pull out exactly the stencil you want to use. I
also recommend using a sheet of paper between each stencil as it will be easier to slide the stencils in and out – they won’t get “hung-up” on each other.

Stencils like the Clear Scraps brand have a label that folds over the top of the stencil. Turn this upside down and use this as the paper between each stencil. Put your SYF tab on this paper rather than on the stencil. The fold at the bottom will act as a pocket, and the stencil will pull right out of the Fabulous Four pocket. When you’re ready to put the stencil back, just pull up on the SYF tab again, put the stencil into the bottom paper “pocket” and slide it back into place.

For stencils that don’t come in this type of packaging, just use a couple of photo corners on the bottom of the “in-between” paper.